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Some terminology... 
Freeware:  Freeware (a combination of the words "free" and "software") is 
software that is available for use at no cost or fee, but usually with one or more 
restricted usage rights. Compared the FOSS (see below) the source code is usually 
not published and hence the software can’t be modified and adjusted by 3rd 
parties. 
FOSS: Free and open-source software (F/OSS, FOSS) or free/libre/open-source 
software (FOSS) is software that is both: 1) free software and 2) open source. It 
is licensed in the way that users are granted the right to use, copy, study, change, 
and improve its design through the availability of its source code. 
Introduction 
We cannot stop disasters, but we can reduce their impacts by avoiding 
hazardous terrain, highlighting vulnerable features and preparing 
communities so that they are more resilient.  
“Geoinformatics” is used here as a catch-all term for software and data 
associated with remote sensing (RS), geographical information systems 
(GIS) and other geo-spatial technologies, such as the Global Positioning 
System (GPS).  
Geoinfirmatics has become a key technology for disaster risk reduction: 
facilitating the mapping of hazards, vulnerability and areas at risk of 
disaster.  
Organisations such MapAction (http://www.mapaction.org.uk) have 
demonstrated how geoinformatics can be used effectively for disaster 
response; while Disaster Preparedness maps are increasingly being used 
by  emergency planners.  
With the increasing availibility of free geospatial datasets, many sets of 
geoinformatic freeware and open source software (FOSS) have been 
developed – providing alternatives to expensive commercial software. This 
guide presents a selection of freely availble geoinformatic data and 
software, as well as sources of free training materials. 
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1. Free datasets 
A selection of freely available regional and global geospatial datasets is given in 
Table 1. It is not an exhaustive list, but it provides some useful starting points... 
 
Table	  1:	  Geospatial	  data	  sources	  
 
ASTER 
Since April 1st 2016 more than 2.95 
million scenes of archived data are now 
available for direct download through the 
LP DAAC Data Pool and for search and 
download through NASA‘s Earthdata 
Search Client and also through USGS‘ 
GloVis, and USGS‘ EarthExplorer. 
New scenes will be added as they are 
acquired and archived. 
CIESIN 
http://www.ciesin.columbia.edu 
Coarse resolution data e.g. on:  economic 
activity, environmental health, natural 
hazards, population and poverty. 
Database of Global Administrative 
Areas (GADM) 
http://www.gadm.org/ 
A database of administrative boundaries.  
Locations and names of countries and 
subdivisions, such as provinces, 
departments, counties and préfectures. 
Digital/ Virtual globes such as: 
  Google Earth 
http://earth.google.com 
 
Google Maps 
http://maps.google.com 
  Bing Maps 
http://www.bing.com/maps 
 
  NASA worldwind  
http://worldwind.arc.nasa.gov
/java/ 
A virtual globe is a 3D software model or 
representation of the Earth which 
provides the user with the ability to freely 
move around in the virtual environment 
by changing the viewing angle and 
position.  
 
Virtual globes can display many different 
views of the Earth’s surface, from 
geographical features to man-made 
features, such as infrastructure and 
buildings or abstract representations, 
such as demographic population. 
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DLR - Earth Observation Center 
 
  Data Guide 
  DLR Data-Server 
 
  DLR X-band SRTM 
 
"This data guide will assist you in the 
process of retrieving data from DLR and 
other data providers. " 
 
DLR acquired some X-Band SRTM 
with a spatial resolution of about 25m. A 
coverage of this dataset is indicated by 
this kml file. 
 
ESA datasets 
http://earth.esa.int/EOLi/EOLi.html 
 
 
 
 
 
An overview of the available ESA 
datasets can be obtained via the EOLi 
Client (see above) or on this website: 
 
Sentinel Satellite data 
 
https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/ 
sentinel-data-access 
 
 
 
Sentinel-1 
 
EOLi (Earth Observation Link) is the 
European Space Agency's client for Earth 
Observation Catalogue and Ordering 
Services. 
Using EOLi, you can browse the 
metadata and preview images of Earth 
Observation data acquired by the 
satellites ENVISAT, ERS, LANDSAT, 
IKONOS, DMC, ALOS, SPOT, 
Kompsat, Proba, IRS, SCISAT 
https://earth.esa.int/web/guest/data-
access/browse-data-products 
 
The Sentinel Satellites are ESA’s latest 
contribution to global earth observation. 
The free, full and open data policy 
adopted for the Copernicus programme 
foresees access available to all users for 
the Sentinel data products 
 
The first of the Sentinels is a radar 
satellite. After a quick self registration 
the data can be accessed at: 
https://scihub.esa.int/ 
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Sentinel-2 
https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/ 
The Sentinels Scientific Data Hub 
provides free and open access to a rolling 
repository of Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 
user products, starting from the In-Orbit 
Commissioning Review (IOCR). The 
objective of SENTINEL-2 is land 
monitoring, and the mission will be 
composed of two polar-orbiting satellites 
providing high-resolution optical 
imagery. Vegetation, soil and coastal 
areas are among the monitoring 
objectives. 
FAO soil map 
http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en
/metadata.show?id=14116 
Soil map of the world: predecessor of 
HSDW (see below); 1:5,000,000 scale. 
GeoFabrik (OSM) 
http://download-int.geofabrik.de/osm/ 
Places, road, rail and waterway networks 
(amongst others). Available as .dbf, .prj, 
.shp, .shx files in a .zip file. 
GEO - Group on Earth 
Observations 
http://www.earthobservations.org/ 
index.shtml 
 
  Geo Portal 
 
http://www.geoportal.org/web/guest/ 
geo_home?cache_control=0 
 
Geohazard Supersites and Natural 
Laboratories 
http://supersites.earthobservations.org/ 
 
"The GEO portal provides an entry point 
to access Earth Observation information 
and services. It connects to a system of 
existing portals, addressing the GEO 
Societal Benefit Areas globally while 
also providing national and regional 
information to enhance understanding." 
"The Supersites have data for the study of 
natural hazards in geologically active 
regions, including information from 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR), GPS 
crustal deformation measurements, and 
earthquakes. The data are provided in the 
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http://eo-virtual-archive4.esa.int/ 
spirit of GEO, ESA, NASA and the 
National Science Foundation (NSF), that 
easy access to Earth science data will 
promote their use and advance scientific 
research, ultimately leading to reduced 
loss of life from natural hazards." 
"Virtual Archives are online archives that 
provide an easy access to EO data by 
coupling high bandwidth, large storage 
space and software. The Virtual Archive 
4 provides a Cloud based service for 
storing and providing access to ESA 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data." 
Global bathymetry data:  the 
General Bathymetric Chart of the 
Oceans (GEBCO) 
http://www.gebco.net/ 
Bathymetric datasets, including gridded 
bathymetric data, the GEBCO Digital 
Atlas & Gazetteer of Undersea Feature 
Names.   Resolution: ~1km 
Global Land Cover 2000 (GLC2000) 
http://www.bioval.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pro
ducts/glc2000/glc2000.php 
 
 
Vegetation maps for much of the globe, 
standardized, from ~ year 2000. 
Global Satellite Mapping of 
Precipitation (GSMaP) 
 
http://sharaku.eorc.jaxa.jp/GSMaP_crest 
Precipitation data with a resolution of 
~12 km (better detail than TRMM, but 
more difficult to process) 
Gridded Population of the World, v. 
3 (GPWv3) and the Global Rural-
Urban Mapping Project (GRUMP) 
  
http://www.sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/
gpw/ 
Provides population density, settlement 
data, urban extents and sub national 
administrative boundaries for much of 
the world.  
Harmonized World Soil Database 
(HWSD) 
http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/
External-World-soil-database/HTML/ 
Global soil map and database. 
Hydroshed 
http://www.hydrosheds.org/ 
Hydrological data and maps based on 
SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple 
Scales. 
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HydroSHEDS is a mapping product that 
provides hydrographic information for 
regional and global-scale applications in 
a consistent format. It offers a suite of 
geo-referenced data sets (vector & raster) 
at various scales, including river 
networks, watershed boundaries, 
drainage directions, and flow 
accumulations. 
King’s College London Geodata 
Portal 
http://www.kcl.ac.uk/geodata 
Google Earth KML / KMZ files: Data on:  
climatology, hydrology, deforestation, 
biodiversity. 
LANDSAT 
 
EarthExplorer (satellite imagery) 
http://www.earthexplorer.usgs.gov 
USGS Global Visualisation Viewer 
http://glovis.usgs.gov/ 
Global Land Cover Facility 
(GLCF), University of Maryland 
http://glcf.umiacs.umd.edu/ 
 
Landsat-8 
Landsat data (30m multispectral bands, 
15m PAN, with Landsat -7); archived 
data date back to 1972. 
It is worth checking the different sites 
since different scenes are offered for 
download. 
 
 
The GLCF site also hosts archives of 
ASTER and MODIS imagery, as well as 
SRTM DEM data 
 
Since May 2013 the USGS has the 
control over the Landsat Data 
Continuity Mission (Landsat-8). 
Sources for the new Landsat-8 data are: 
o Glovis 
o USGS Earth Explorer 
o USGS LandsatLook Viewer 
o ESA Landsat-8 portal 
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LandScan 
http://www.ornl.gov/sci/landscan/ 
Population distribution with 1km 
resolution. 
MapCruzin 
http://www.mapcruzin.com/free-
world-country-arcgis-maps-
shapefiles.htm 
Download free Africa, Asia, Europe, 
Australia, Oceania, Central America, 
South America & North America ArcGIS 
Shapefile Map Layers as well as other 
maps showing extreme weather, disaster 
and resources etc. 
MERIS 
http://envisat.esa.int/instruments/meris 
Various MERIS datasets including 
standardized land-cover and land-use 
classifications. 
MODIS 
http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 
subsets/ 
Daily 250m-pixel multispectral satellite 
imagery.	  
NASA: Giovanni 
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 
giovanni/overview/index.html 
“Giovanni is a Web-based application 
developed by the GES DISC that 
provides a simple and intuitive way to 
visualize, analyze, and access vast 
amounts of Earth science remote sensing 
data without having to download the 
data.” 
NASA: REVERB 
http://reverb.echo.nasa.gov/reverb/ 
Datasets: e.g. GDEM, MODIS, TRMM 
etc & ASTER (a little research proposal 
may be required to get free access to the 
archive). 
NASA: Servir 
https://www.servirglobal.net/ 
default.aspx 
 
For Middle Amrica and the Carribean: 
http://www.servir.net/ 
“The SERVIR initiative integrates 
satellite observations, ground-based data 
and forecast models to monitor and 
forecast environmental changes and to 
improve response to natural disasters. 
SERVIR enables scientists, educators, 
project managers and policy 
implementers to better respond to a range 
of issues including disaster management, 
agricultural development, biodiversity 
conservation and climate change.” 
Besides the online maps there is also a 
downloadable viewer with enhanced 
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functions, based on and compatible to 
NASA World Wind, available. 
NASA: Tropical Rainfall Measuring 
Mission (TRMM) 
http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 
The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 
(TRMM) – precipitation, hdf format, 
0.25 degree, hourly, monthly. 
During 2012 the website was updated and 
includes now also data and visualisations 
of products where TRMM data is 
included. 
National Boundary Data 
 
Please use these datasets with care 
since there may be disputes about the 
boundaries. 
The following websites contain 
information and more important the 
possibility to download national and 
second level administrative boundaries. 
o GADM: “is a spatial database of the 
location of the world’s administrative 
areas (or adminstrative boundaries) 
for use in GIS and similar software. 
Administrative areas in this database 
are countries and lower level 
subdivisions such as provinces, 
departments, bibhag, bundeslander, 
daerah istimewa, fivondronana, 
krong, landsvæðun, opš tina, sous-
préfectures, counties, and thana. The 
data are available as shapefile, ESRI 
geodatabase, R-Data, and Google 
Earth kmz format.  
o GeoCommons: is a website 
containing a number of maps and 
downloadable data, as well as the 
possibility for you to upload your 
own maps for the community to use. 
o Thematicmapping: contains a 
number of maps, among them a 
daatset containing national 
boundaries. 
o MapCruzin (see above) 
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Open Street Map Data 
(for offline usage) 
http://www.openstreetmap.org 
 
To download data for offline use: 
       http://planet.openstreetmap.org/ 
 
       http://download.geofabrik.de/ 
 
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a 
collaborative project to create a free 
editable map of the world. Contributors 
use aerial imagery, GPS devices, and 
low-tech field maps to verify that OSM is 
accurate and up to date. 
 
 
                                                                                    
The files found here are regularly-
updated, complete copies of the 
OpenStreetMap.org database 
Geofabrik extracts from the 
OpenStreetMap project which are 
normally updated every day.  
Second Administrative Level 
Boundaries (SALB) 
http://www.unsalb.org 
UN project to provide second level 
administrative boundaries for countries. 
Files are downloaded as shapefiles (.shp) 
and (.e00); metadata and JPG preview are 
available for each. 
 
See also National boundaries for further 
shp-files. 
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 
(SRTM) 
http://www.srtm.csi.cgiar.org 
 
USGS DEM products: 
 
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data 
with a spatial resolution of 90m outside 
of USA territory (30m inside the USA). 
For the Aster-Global Elevation Data 
(GDEM) see NASA REVERB (requires 
a free registration for download) 
http://eros.usgs.gov/-
/Find_Data/Products_and_Data_Availab
le/Elevation_Products 
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UN ESCAP 
http://www.unescap.org/stat/data/ 
 
 
"The ESCAP online database includes 
country-level data related to 
demography, migration, education, 
health, poverty, gender, employment, 
economy, etc. The database also includes 
aggregate data for the world, major 
geographic regions, ESCAP subregions, 
income groupings of ESCAP members, 
ESCAP LDC countries and ESCAP 
LLDC countries." 
The focus of the provided information 
and database is the Asian-Pacific area. 
UN statistic data 
http://data.un.org/ 
Various statistical data such as 
population, percentage of access to 
Internet etc reported by countries to the 
UN. 
World Bank 
http://data.worldbank.org/ 
World Bank Open Data: free and open 
access to data about development in 
countries around the globe. 
Worldmaps (5arcs) 
 
http://spatial-analyst.net/worldmaps/ 
An repository of publicly available data 
sets of interest for global 
modeling/mapping. This now contains 
about 100 layers at resolution of 0.05 
arcdegrees (~5.6 km). 
Global Hazard Viewer There is a number of websites available 
that show the occurance of hazards. 
Unfortunately, there is usually not the 
possibility to download the underlying 
data, nevertheless these websites are a 
good source of information and general 
overview. Among these websites there 
are: 
o NASA SEDAC Hazards Mapper 
o The global Hazard Atlas of the 
Pacific Disaster Center (PDC) 
o RSOE EDIS – Emergency Disasters 
Information Service 
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2. Free Software 
Whilst free geospatial data might be available, the geoinformatic software 
needed to process that data might cost many thousands of dollars.  A 
selection of software for displaying (Table 2.1) and processing (Table 2.2) 
geospatial data is presented on the following pages. Note that you may 
need some time to find the best software for a specific task or project. 
There is a fairly large number of free GIS software available. Hence, 
the presented packages are only an example and have been selected either 
because they:   
  are either comparable widely used and have a god operational track 
record and/or 
  provide some good tutorials (e.g. on the website and/or youtube) to 
learn about GIS 
Fore operational use actively developed and widely used software with a 
good range of capabilities and the potential to extend via add-ons, such as 
QGIS, are advised. For fieldwork or operations in the aftermath of a 
disaster it is worth to have a look at live DVDs (e.g. OSGeo-live) or the 
Portable GIS. The OSGeo live DVD provides also and excellent possibility 
to test a number of FOSS software from GIS, to Remote Sensing software 
and Webserver to command-line tools. 
The software ILWIS, BILKO and OpenDragon for instance have their 
advantages and track record more in the educational domain and are likely 
to be more suitable for beginners who want to learn about the basic 
principles of GIS. 
Which software is the “best” for you depends on your personal 
preferences, expertise but likely most on your specific requirement and 
tasks. It is unlikely that there is the perfect software for every task but there 
is plenty freely available software out there to be used, tested and if it is 
open sources modified by you to meet your specific requirements. 
Considered in this guide are currently only desktop software with a 
graphical user interface (gui). 
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Further reading for an overview of FOSS: 
§ Leidig, M., & Teeuw, R. (2015). Free software: A review, in the context 
of disaster management. International Journal of Applied Earth 
Observation and Geoinformation, 42, 49-56. 
§ Steiniger, S., & Hunter, A. J. S. (2013). The 2012 free and open source 
GIS software map – A guide to facilitate research, development, and 
adoption. Computers, Environment and Urban Systems, 39(0), 136-150. 
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Table	  2.1.	  	  Free	  GIS	  software	  
 
GRASS 
Geographic Resources Analysis 
Support System  
http://grass.fbk.eu/ 
 
 
 
 
 
GRASS GIS addons for Hazard 
assessment and modelling 
Software for geospatial data 
management, analysis, image 
processing, map production, spatial 
modelling, and visualization. 
GRASS is currently used in 
academic and commercial settings 
around the world. GRASS is a 
project of the Open Source 
Geospatial Foundation. 
 
http://grasswiki.osgeo.org/wiki/ 
Natural_Hazards 
gvSig  
http://www.gvsig.org/web/ 
gvSIG is a desktop application 
designed for capturing, storing, 
handling, analyzing and deploying 
any kind of referenced geographic 
information in order to solve 
complex management and planning 
problems. 
ILWIS  
http://52north.org/communities/ilwis 
http://www.ilwis.org 
ILWIS (Integrated Land & Water 
Information System) is software for 
vector and raster processing. ILWIS 
features include digitizing, editing, 
analysis and display of data. 
 
http://mapwindow.org/ 
The MapWindow project 
incorporates a FOSS GIS with an 
extensive plug-in architecture. 
Diva-GIS 
http://www.diva-gis.org/ 
Useful	  for	  mapping	  and	  analyzing	  biodiversity,	   such	   as	   species	  distribution,	   or	   'point-­‐‑distributions'.	   Reads	   and	   writes	  standard	   data	   formats,	   such	   as	  ESRI	  shapefiles;	  runs	  on	  Windows	  and	  Mac	  OSX.	  
DMAP 
http://www.dmap.co.uk/ 
Mapping	   software	   specifically	  designed	   for	   producing	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Distribution	   Maps	   and	  Coincidence	  Maps.	  
Portable GIS 
http://www.archaeogeek.com/portable-
gis.html 
Portable GIS uses QGIS and is 
designed to work in your Microsoft 
Windows environment, there is 
unfortunately no version for any 
other operating system, without the 
need of installation. Get a USB stick 
(2Gb or more, and make it FAST) 
and you can store your data on there 
too. 
SAGA 
http://www.saga-
gis.org/en/index.html 
System for Automated 
Geoscientific Analyses (SAGA) is 
advanced GIS software using the 
gdal (raster data) and ogr (vector 
data) library and provides batch 
functionality. 
SPRING 
http://www.dpi.inpe.br/ 
spring/ 
Georeferrenced Information 
Processing System: a GIS and image 
processing system with an object-
oriented data model which provides 
for the integration of raster and 
vector data. It is available in 
Portuguese, English and Spanish, via 
the Internet. 
Quantum GIS (QGIS)  
http://www.qgis.org/ 
QGIS is a user friendly Open 
Source GIS licensed under the GNU 
General Public License. QGIS is a 
project of the Open Source 
Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo). It 
runs on Linux, Unix, Mac OSX, and 
Windows and supports numerous 
vector, raster, and database formats. 
Note: a wide range of free add-ons for GIS software can be found at:   
http://freegeographytools.com/ and via the USGS website: 
http://www.usgs.gov 
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Table	  2.2.	  	  Free	  image	  processing	  software	  
 
Bilko 
http://www.noc.soton.ac.uk/bilko/ 
 
http://www.learn-eo.org/ 
software.php#bdl 
Bilko is a complete system for learning 
and teaching remote sensing image 
analysis skills. The integrated routines 
may be applied to the analysis of any 
image in an appropriate format, and 
include a wide range of standard image 
processing functions. 
ESA Tools 
 
 
 
Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) 
 
Over the years ESA has provided a 
number of tools. A summarizing list 
can be found at: 
http://research.mlabs.org.uk/blog/rs
gis-software/esa-tools/ 
Lately ESA has started to combine its 
various toolboxes, in particular for 
the Sentinel satellites, into one 
package called Sentinel Application 
Platform (SNAP). 
GMTstar 
http://topex.ucsd.edu/gmtsar/ 
GMTSAR is an open source InSAR 
processing system designed for users 
familiar with Generic Mapping 
Tools (GMT).  
GMT is used to display all the 
products as postscript files and KML 
images for Google Earth. A set of C-
shell scripts has been developed for 
standard 2-pass processing as well as 
image alignment for stacking and 
time series. ScanSAR processing is 
also possible but requires a 
knowledgeable user. 
InterImage 
http://www.lvc.ele.puc-
rio.br/projects/interimage/ 
Open source object-based image 
analysis (OBIA) software for automatic 
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image interpretation. 
 
MultiSpec 
https://engineering.purdue.edu/~biehl/
MultiSpec/ 
Developed at Purdue University USA, 
for analyzing multispectral and 
hyperspectral image data. 
OpenDragon  
http://www.open-dragon.org/ 
Provides high-quality, commercial-
grade, free remote sensing image 
processing software aimed at school 
and university users. 
Orfeao Toolbox 
http://www.orfeo-toolbox.org/otb/ 
Orfeao Toolbox:  developed by CNES 
of France, for object-based image 
analysis (OBIA). Easier to use in 
Linux.  
PANCROMA   
(free trial version, otherwise US$ 50) 
http://www.pancroma.com/ 
Multispectral analysis and 
satellite image processing utilities. 
Pktools 
http://pktools.nongnu.org/html/index.html 
Processing Kernel for geospatial data: 
pktools is a suite of utilities written in 
C++ for image processing with a focus 
on remote sensing applications. It relies 
on the Geospatial Data Abstraction 
Library (GDAL, http://www.gdal.org) 
and OGR. 
RAT (Radar Tools)  
http://radartools.berlios.de/ 
RAT is a powerful 
open-source 
software tool for 
processing 
Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) remote sensing data. 
MapReady (ASF) The MapReady Remote Sensing Tool 
Kit accepts level 1 detected SAR data, 
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http://www.asf.alaska.edu/downloads/ 
software_tools 
single look SAR data, and optical ASF 
data. It can terrain correct, geocode, 
apply polarimetric decompositions, and 
save to common imagery formats, 
including GeoTIFF. Includes an image 
viewer, metadata viewer, and a 
projection coordinate converter. 
Spring  
http://www.dpi.inpe.br/spring/ 
Open source GIS software, with object-
based image analysis (OBIA) for 
automatic image interpretation. 
TerraView 
http://www.dpi.inpe.br/terraview 
eng/index.php 
TerraView  is a GIS application built 
using the TerraLib  GIS 
library. TerraViews  main goal is to 
make an easy geographic data viewer, 
with resources that include database 
queries and data analysis, available to 
the GIS Community.  
TNT lite 
http://www.microimages.com/ 
TNTlite is a free version of TNTmips, 
it has all the features of the professional 
version, except TNTlite limits the size 
of Project File objects, and export 
processes are disabled 
 
Note:  software maintained by the OSGeo project can be tested or used  without 
installing ,via a live DVD:  http://live.osgeo.org/en/index.html 
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Table	  2.3.	  	  Free	  data	  viewer	  	  
ERDAS ER Viewer 
http://geospatial.intergraph.com/ 
products/other/erdasermapper/ 
ERDASERViewer/Details.aspx 
“ERDAS ER Viewer is a free, easy-to-
use image viewer that enables you to 
interactively roam and zoom large JPEG 
2000 and ECW files. It can also read 
most other common file types. ERDAS 
ER Viewer also lets you embed large 
geospatial images in your Microsoft 
Word documents.” 
ERDAS ViewFinder  
 
http://geospatial.intergraph.com/prod
ucts/ERDASIMAGINE/ 
ERDASViewFinder2.1/Details.aspx 
ERDAS ViewFinder is a viewer for 
quickly displaying a variety of 
geographic imagery (including 16-bit 
data), rapidly re-projecting different data 
types into the same projection system, 
displaying multiple images in a single 
viewer, and working in multiple open 
viewers, at the same time. 
Geomatica FreeView 
 
http://www.pcigeomatics.com/index.
php?option=com_content&view= 
article&id=97&Itemid=12 
Geomatica FreeView is a flexible data 
viewing tool supporting over 100 raster 
and vector formats for loading, viewing, 
selection, and enhancement. 
 
Table	  2.4.	  GoogleEarth	  related	  tools	  
Since February 2015 it is possible to get Google Earth Pro version for free!!! 
To receive a serial a registration is needed at:  
 https://geoauth.google.com/gev0/free_trial.html 
Apart from some more tools, the advantage of the Google Earth Pro version 
is the possibility to directly import and display geotiff and shp files. 
In addition it is superior when exporting maps. 
Buffer Zones for Google Earth 
http://www.geo-news.net/ 
index_buffer.php 
In order to create buffer 
zones of polygons, points 
or lines in GoogleEarth 
go to: 
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http://www.geo-
news.net/index_buffer.ph
p 
All you need to do is to 
upload a kml file and set 
the buffer radius. 
GoogleEarth is maybe currently the most 
known and widely used virtual globe. One 
of the questions when working with virtual 
globes (in this case GoogleEarth) is how to 
utilise it to display GIS data from other 
projects, for example in shp-format.  
 
Shape2Earth for MapWindow GIS 
http://shape2earth.com/pages/shape2earth.html 
An open source plugin 
for MapWindow GIS that 
converts KML and KMZ 
files into shapefiles. 
Shape2Earth Engine 
http://shape2earth.com/pages/shape2earthengine.ht
ml 
A standalone application 
for quickly and easily 
making thematic maps in 
Google Earth using GIS 
data. 
KML2Shapefile 
http://shape2earthengine.com/shape2earth/ 
KML2Shapefile.html 
An open source plugin 
for MapWindow GIS that 
converts KML and KMZ 
files into shapefiles. 
Shp2Kml 
http://zonums.com/shp2kml.html 
A nice freeware tool what 
does exactly what it is 
supposed to do: convert 
shp-files to kml files. 
While there is the 
possibility for some 
settings it appears as the 
tool is unfortunately not 
developed further… 
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Besides above software to manually convert shp files most modern GIS 
software can directly save and export into kml. 
KMLCSV Converter 
http://choonchernlim.com/kmlcsv/ 
KMLCSV Converter is a 
free open source software 
that enables you to 
convert KML file to a 
formated CSV file, and 
vice versa. This may be 
useful for verious 
fieldwork or disaster 
response application. 
You can also use 
KMLCSV Converter to 
visually map your iPhone 
or iPad tracking data into 
Google Earth, check the 
website for a tutorial. 
Mini	  Howto	  1	  
Some libraries that can help to convert from/in a different file format: 
GDAL – tools ships with a command line tool (ogr2ogr) that will convert 
amongst large variety of GIS formats. Probably the easiest way to install GDAL 
on Microsoft Windows is using FWTools (http://fwtools.maptools.org/).  Once 
installed, you can run this from the command line: 
ogr2ogr -f KML input.shp output.kml  
Some more information (such as basic commands and advise how to use it) for 
OGR2OGR with fwtools can be found on: 
http://www.bostongis.com/PrinterFriendly.aspx?content_name=ogr_cheatsheet 
 Google Maps Engine (lite) 
Google wants to turn more of its Maps users into map makers. End of March the 
company launched a new, free custom map editor, Google Maps Engine Lite beta. 
Google says it is an easy-to-use tool. 
Check: https://mapsengine.google.com to decide for yourself. 
Some backgrounds: 
  http://google-latlong.blogspot.co.at 
  http://www.theverge.com – google-debuts-maps-engine-lite-for-casual-
mapmakers 
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Table	  2.5.	  	  Free	  GPS	  software	  	  
(for	  handheld	  devices	  and	  online	  data	  conversion)	  	  	  
 
GPS Utility (shareware)  
http://www.gpsu.co.uk/ 
An easy-to-use application that provides 
management and manipulation of GPS 
information. 
GPS Babel 
http://www.gpsbabel.org/ 
Converts waypoints, tracks, and routes 
between popular GPS receivers and mapping 
programs. It also has powerful manipulation 
tools for such data and runs on all major 
operating systems. 
EasyGPS 
http://www.easygps.com/ 
Works with GPS receivers made by Garmin, 
Magellan and Lowrance. 
Modifying and converting GPX files 
GPSPrune 
 
http://activityworkshop.net/ 
software/gpsprune/ 
...is a free, open source, cross-platform 
program to view and edit coordinate data like 
GPS tracks. It shows tracks and waypoints 
overlaid onto OSM maps and can convert 
between popular data formats, as well as being 
able to correlate photos with the GPS data. 
GPX Editor 
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ 
gpxeditor/ 
...allows splitting, joining and pruning of 
tracks, visualises tracks in Google Maps, 
simplifies tracks using various method 
RouteConverter 
http://www.routeconverter.de/ 
home/de 
Route Converter is a free, user friendly GPS 
tool to display, edit, enrich and convert routes, 
tracks and waypoints. The software supports 
more than 70 different formats.  
Modifying and converting GPX files (online tools) 
GPS data converter 
http://www.gps-data-
team.com/convert.php 
Various online tools to convert from/to GPS 
data formats. 
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GPS visualizer 
http://www.gpsvisualizer.com/ 
convert_input 
Convert a GPS file to plain text or GPX 
This form reads a tracklog or waypoint file (in 
a recognized format) or plain-text tabular data, 
and converts it to an easy-to-read tab-
delimited or CSV text file, or to a GPX file. 
GPX2KML 
http://gpx2kml.com/ 
Online tool to convert GPX to kml data. 
 
Coordinate converter 
When working with remote sensing (RS) and GIS data you will sooner or later 
face the problem that you need to convert the coordinates of your project to a 
different coordinate system (to reproject your data). 
Unfortunately, especially in ArcGIS, not all coordinate systems and its 
conversions are provided. QGIS and many other freeware and FOSS GIS, using 
the GDAL library, tend to be supportive for more reference systems. 
The first address when requiring coordinate conversion (reprojection) parameters 
is probably the epsg website and the corresponding database. 
Beside the Microsoft Access database on the EPSG website there is a number of 
websites available providing online coordinate conversions. Provided a working 
Internet connection and the requirement to convert only a small number of e.g. 
GPS points this might be a good way to go. 
Table	  2.6.	  	  Online	  coordinate	  converter	  	  	  
 
EPSG Geodetic  
Parameter Dataset 
http://www.epsg-registry.org/ 
...is a structured dataset of Coordinate 
Reference Systems and Coordinate 
Transformations, accessible through this data 
registry. The geographic coverage of the data 
is worldwide, but it is stressed that the dataset 
does not and cannot record all possible 
geodetic parameters in use around the world. 
The EPSG Geodetic Parameter Dataset is 
maintained by the Geodesy Subcommittee of 
OGP. 
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Degrees, Minutes, Seconds 
and Decimal Degrees 
Latitude/Longitude 
Conversions 
 http://transition.fcc.gov/mb/ 
audio/bickel/DDDMMSS-
decimal.html 
On this website it is possible to convert 
various notations of latitude and longitude in 
geographical coordinates in one another. 
UTM to Latitude/Longitude 
Converter 
http://www.rcn.montana.edu/ 
resources/tools/coordinates.aspx 
This website does exactly what the name 
says and converts geographical latitude and 
longitude coordinates in UTM and vice versa 
Graphical Coordinate 
Conversion 
http://twcc.free.fr/ 
This website 
uses OpenStreet 
Map as 
background 
when you select 
a point before 
allowing you to  project it to a number of 
coordinate systems. 
 
Spatial reference in any 
number of formats:  
http://spatialreference.org/ 
The nice feature (biggest advantage of this 
website) is the possibility to download 
projection files e.g. for ESRI ArcGIS when 
they are not in your system and you do not 
want/ know how to include it by yourself. 
SuperTrans 
 
http://publicwiki.deltares.nl/ 
display/OET/SuperTrans 
SuperTrans is a standalone MatLab based 
computer program that can convert 
coordinates from one coordinate system to 
another. The basis of this system is the EPSG 
Geodetic Parameter Dataset, which contains a 
lot of coordinate system definitions. 
 
Besides these example websites there are many more; Google is a useful source, 
especially when requiring conversions in specific national grids. 
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Table	  2.7.	  	  Freeware	  for	  DEMs,	  geomorphometrics	  &	  
statistics	  
 
3DEM 
http://freegeographytools.com/2009/ 
3dem-website-is-gone-but-3dem-still-
available-here 
 
Basic processing and analysis of DEMs 
Anuga 
http://www.ga.gov.au/hazards/our-
techniques/modelling/our-
models/what-is-anuga.html 
A software modelling tool for hydro-
dynamic simulations, developed by 
Geoscience Australia and the 
Australian National University. 
JAMS  (Jena Adaptable Modelling 
System) - http://jams.uni-jena.de/ 
 
A hydrological modelling system... 
 
Stat-Planet 
http://www.statsilk.com/software/ 
statplanet 
StatPlanet (formerly StatPlanet Map 
Maker) is a free, award-winning 
application for creating interactive 
maps which are fully customizable. In 
addition to maps, the software also has 
the option of including interactive 
graphs and charts to create feature-rich 
infographics. 
The R Project for Statistical 
Computing 
http://www.r-project.org/ 
R is a free software environment for 
statistical computing and graphics. It 
compiles and runs on a wide variety of 
UNIX platforms, Windows and 
MacOS. 
TecDEM (requires MatLab) 
http://www.rsg.tu-freiberg.de/ 
twiki/bin/view/Main/TecDEM 
TecDEM is a software shell 
implemented in MATLAB that applies 
tectonic geomorphologic tasks to 
DEMs. 
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Table	  2.8.	  Further	  Software	  and	  Toolkits	  
Medbox 
http://www.medbox.org/ 
 
MEDBOX is an innovative online 
library aimed at improving the quality 
of healthcare in humanitarian action, 
worldwide. MEDBOX collates the 
increasing number of professional 
guidelines, textbooks and practical 
documents on health action available 
online today. 
OpenDataKIT (ODK) 
https://opendatakit.org/ 
Open Data Kit (ODK) is a free and 
open-source set of tools which help 
organizations author, field, and 
manage mobile data collection 
solutions. ODK provides an out-of-
the-box solution for users to: 
1. Build a data collection form or 
survey (XLSForm is recommended 
for larger forms); 
2. Collect the data on a mobile device 
and send it to a server; and 
3. Aggregate the collected data on a 
server and extract it in useful 
formats. 
Openforis 
http://www.openforis.org/ 
 
Open Foris is a set of free and open-
source software tools that facilitates 
flexible and efficient data collection, 
analysis and reporting. 
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3. Free training materials 
The following links are only basic examples and to provide a rough idea. 
An Internet search is usually the best way to find training materials and 
will reveal new and different ones almost every week. Useful training 
materials can generally be obtained from most university websites. 
Table	  3.	  	  	  Free	  training	  materials	  
 
Bilko 
 
http://www.noc.soton.ac. 
uk/bilko/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Current lessons teach the application of 
remote sensing to oceanography and coastal 
management, but Bilko routines may be 
applied to the analysis of any image in an 
appropriate format, and include a wide range 
of standard image processing functions.” 
Since the end of 2013 the LearnEO! website 
is online focussing on the maintenance of 
Bilko and providing an increasing number of 
tutorials and training data for Bilko. The 
website with all this is: 
http://www.learn-eo.org/index.php 
Field guide for 
humanitarian mapping 
 
http://www.mapaction.org/resources.html 
...a guide to selecting and using FOSS GIS and 
other mapping software for humanitarian 
operations, produced by MapAction UK. 
FOSS4GAcademy Is an initiative of the Open Source GeoLabs to 
provide free trainings material. It starts with 
training material for QGIS. 
https://github.com/FOSS4GAcademy 
Guide to non-profit GIS 
and Online Mapping 
http://maptogether.org/nonprofit-mapping 
...applications, examples and ethics. 
NASA: Applied Remote 
Sensing Training – Water 
“The goal of this NASA Applied Remote Sensing 
Education and Training project is to increase the 
utility of NASA Earth Science and model data for 
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Resource Management 
http://water.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 
 
decision-makers and applied science 
professionals in the area of Water Resources 
Management Applications. The project conducts 
trainings and other capacity building activities on 
utilization of NASA satellite remote sensing and 
model data for a variety of water management 
applications including floods and snow related 
topics.” 
QGIS http://qgis.spatialthoughts.com 
...beginner to advanced level Quantum GIS 
(QGIS) tutorials with screenshots 
http://hub.qgis.org/projects/quantum-
gis/wiki/How_do_I_do_that_in_QGIS 
...this section is intended to show how to perform 
basic GIS operations in QGIS in straightforward 
ways. It is modelled after “How do I do that in 
ArcGIS?: illustrating classic GIS tasks” 
http://wiki.awf.forst.uni-
goettingen.de/wiki/index.php/QGIS_tutorial 
...from the University Goettingen, Germany: step 
by step procedures (although you may not have 
their training dataset it will show you how things 
work) 
http://maps.cga.harvard.edu/qgis/ 
...Quantum GIS workshop of the Harvard 
University 
http://gif.berkeley.edu/documents/IntroToQuant
umGIS.pdf 
...another nice, basic tutorial to start with QGIS 
– from Berkeley University, USA. http://linfiniti.com/dla/	  
...tutorials	  and	  data	  for	  QGIS	  
	  see	  also:	  FOSS4GAcademy	  for	  more	  tutorials	  
InterImage 
http://wiki.dpi.inpe.br/doku.php?id=interimage 
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JAMS http://jams.uni-jena.de/ilmswiki/index.php/ 
Main_Page 
ILWIS http://www.ilwis.org 
GIS and image processing tutorials from the ITC. 
See also Cees van Westen’s “Risk City” ILWIS-
based training materials for urban risk 
assessment:  
http://www.itc.nl/PDF/Courses/Risk City_DE 
Multi Hazard Risk Assessment.pdf 
SAGA GIS There is a number of good tutorials, including 
trainings data, for SAGA provided by iGETT, the 
India Geospatial and Training at: 
 http://dst-iget.in/ 
Note:  For various programs, add-ons and tutorials related to GIS and image 
processing, see:  
 
http://freegeographytools.com/ 
 
There are many YouTube videos to give you an introduction to most software 
mentioned in this guide. Moreover, for many basic tasks you should be able to 
find a lot of introductive videos in YouTube. It is difficult to recommend anything 
and the authors do not have a preference but the videos provided by iGETT 
Remote Sensing Education are a nice entry point towards the understanding of 
remote sensing principles. Relevant videos are also linked in the multimedia 
section:  
http://research.mlabs.org.uk/blog/multimedia/tutorials-2/igett-videos-rs/  
of the 3-Free-Guide download website. 
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4.	  Mini	  Howto	  2	  
–	  Extract	  an	  Image	  or	  Map	  from	  PDF	  
 
Background: 
There is a number of situations where you may want to extract an image or a map 
from a pdf file - e.g. to georeference a map you got scanned and saved as pdf, a 
map from a publication or in the aftermath of a disaster when no paper maps are 
immediately accessible. 
It is tempting and possible to do the "print screen" (screenshot) trick. The 
drawback of this approach is that you'll inevitably lose quality: the image pixels 
will typically not map to your screen's pixels in a one to one fashion because of 
the decimation/resampling/scaling (or even rotation) when viewing the PDF 
document. 
 
Wouldn’t it be nice to have tools at hand to directly export images (maps) from 
a pdf file? 
The principle workflow is: 
map inside of pdf -> map in image format -> (georeferenced) map 
As a matter of fact there are a number of possibilities to extract an image or a map 
from a pdf file. Among them are: 
  to use Photoshop (won’t be discussed here since Adobe Photoshop is not 
a freeware or open source software) 
  Some PDF Images Extract (have a look at their website since there is a 
number of nice tools to manipulate pdf files in various ways)  
  PDF Image Extraction Wizard: a brilliant little program to easily 
extract images from inside PDF documents and save them as separate 
image files. 
  ExtractPDF.com (online!): provided you have Internet access a very 
useful, especially if you are not allowed to install anything on the 
computer you are working.  
  XPDF: is an open source viewer for Portable Document Format (PDF) 
files. The Xpdf project also includes a PDF text extractor, PDF-to-
PostScript converter, and various other utilities. 
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Except for Adobe Photoshop and XPDF the programs are really small, self-
explaining and hence easy to use. While xpdf, as a command line tool, will likely 
not appeal too much to many users I would like to mention it here since it is 
extremely fast and hence suitable for big pdfs (with many images/maps). 
Moreover, once you got your head around xpdf there is not much of a change 
among the commands in windows and linux and hence your transition will be 
easy (a small introduction with the most important commands is provide below). 
After you extracted the map in an image format, preferable convert it to tiff (e.g. 
with GIMP), use your favourite GIS software, such as Quantum GIS (QGIS) to 
georeference your map. 
 
Excurse:  
If you need to merge pdfs have a look at (for Microsft Windows only): 
PDF24 Creator or PDF Architect.  
Both software are freeware, more than capable to do the job and worth a try. 
	  
4.1	  Excurse	  XPDF	  (for	  advanced	  user)	  
Under Windows and Linux in command line 
  1) Download xpdf (free): http://www.foolabs.com/xpdf/  
o Direct download for Windows: 
ftp://ftp.foolabs.com/pub/xpdf/xpdfbin-win-3.03.zip  
o Direct Download for Linux: 
ftp://ftp.foolabs.com/pub/xpdf/xpdfbin-linux-3.03.tar.gz  
o Or easier in linux: install the xpdf package with your favourite 
package manager; xpdf is likely to be available for all major linux 
distributions 
Under Windows: 
  2) Unzip the file and retrieve the pdfimages.exe. 
You can run them without "installation". Use pdfimages.exe, 
in the Windows command window, like this: 
o pdfimages.exe -help  
§ This displays the help screen. 
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o pdfimages.exe -j c:\path\to\your.pdf      
c:\path\to\where\you\want\images\prefix 
§ This extracts all JPEGs as prefix-
00N.jpg, and all the other images as 
prefix-00N.ppm (Portable PixMap). 
 
o pdfimages.exe -j -f 11 -l 13 
c:\path\to\your.pdf 
c:\path\to\where\you\want\images\prefix  
§ Same as before, but limits image extraction to 
pages 11 ('f' = first) to 13 ('l' = last). 
 
Under Linux (via Terminal): 
 
2) Usage is very straightforward: 
o pdfimages -j foo.pdf  image 
§ This will extract all images from foo.pdf and save them in 
JPEG format (option -j) to image-000.jpg, image-
001.jpg, image-002.jpg, etc. 
 
Ø If you are a bit more into Linux and scripting this might be something for you: 
http://www.boekhoff.info/?pid=linux&tip=extract-images-from-pdf-files 
Under Linux (via a GUI) 
  If you use Evince as PDF reader, you simply drag an image out of a 
PDF to the desktop or a folder to extract it. Simple as that! 
Under Windows and Linux – step 3) 
  You can convert ppm/pbm to another format with www.xnview.com or 
GIMP. 
  For some PDF files, sometimes the images are fragmented into several 
small images. You will have to manually reassemble them.  
 
  A further possibility is to use GhostScript/GSview to extract images 
from PDF. 
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More links and information can be found on: http://research.mlabs.org.uk 
 
Do you miss any website or software you know and consider a useful 
addition to this guide? 
Please feel to contact the authors or leave a comment on the website. 
Every input is greatly appreciated and more than welcome. 
 
Disclaimer	  
No responsibility is assumed by the authors for any injury and/or damage 
to persons or property as a matter of product liability, negligence or 
otherwise, or from any use or operation of any methods, products, 
instructions or ideas contained in the material herein. The authors do not 
purport to have a unified view and this document is a forum for the views 
of all its contributors. 
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Dr. Mathias Leidig (mathias.leidig@port.ac.uk)  
Dr. Richard Teeuw (richard.teeuw@port.ac.uk) 
Disaster Risk Reduction Research Group 
School of Earth & Environmental Sciences 
Burnaby Building  
Burnaby Road  
Portsmouth  
PO1 3QL  
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